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in, and let pedestrians cross.
Not to mention those blessed
pooches Sally Justice drags
along. Get under your feet as
much as Red Eye’s Bonny.
Too much black, too much
white as well (concrete farm
roads, very hard on the feet).
No hills: is that a plus or a
minus?
Not that the terrain was
unfamiliar to everyone; as we
came back to the hamlet
known quaintly as Irons
Bottom, the mild, the mellow,
the moderate Spingo saw a
female landowner whom she
recognised. Spingo sprung
an obscenity on my
astonished ears, and then
said “I’d like to stick a
firework up her bottom!” No
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wonder they go in for Iron on
their arses round there.
My view though, we need a
generous use of fireworks on
this hash. (Whatever came of
our expected celebration of
hash 1605??) The front
runners ran, right enough,
with an abashed Cardiff
Convert first admonished by
Spingo’s pal and then having
to talk his way past a barrier
- flour in an arrow to
encourage him - where there
was no real right of way (and
all traces of flour thereafter
expunged by the indignant
owners)
Well, so they were running.
Thereafter, however..... 75%
of the perishers finished at an
amble. What a shower! What

T(An extract from the private
diary of Lieutenant-Colonel
the Hon. Percival Fanshawe-
Smithers, O.B.E.)

New area today. Good
thinking, that. Well, nearly
new: we’ve been to the church
in Leigh before now. New pub
as well. The hares deserved
the “Banzai!” Tosser set up for
them. Sorry to see them go;
great pair, good hashers.
Ingenious use of the Mole:
how often did we cross it?
Amazing how many of these
flimsy bridges there are - not
a patch on a decent Bailey
bridge, but then, what can you
expect from civilians? Still,
they serve to keep the cattle

an absolute shower! How we
can keep our reputation as a
drinking club with a running
problem, if the vast majority
arrive at beer stops, or the
final bucket, at a slow walk,
beats me entirely. The idle
slobs! The layabouts! The
useless blighters! Enough to
make a man quite apoplectic.
Fireworks all round, and stick
them where you think best!
Popeye is the exception. He
went wrong at the first check,
seemed to vanish, re-
appeared after the second,
but wilfully wandered into a
wood later on when he
thought slavishly following
flour to be beneath him, and
eventually re-emerged from
the back of beyond at the

sushi-sake stop. The pack
needs a new Rambo, or even
a Silent Knight, to keep up
with Popeye’s restless need
for speed: Olive Oyl said sadly
at the Circle that her attempts
to train him were all in vain.
The Circle. Yes, well.... In the
end the ever hospitable hares
were able to gorge the vultures
ravening on their goodies at
the pit stop, and drive back to
the start, while the last of the
gluttons were still wandering
in. Which, by some chance,
also restored a GM, and the
ceremonies could proceed.
She made her 4th or 5th
farewell speech to the hares,
and set Tosser on us, in an
authentic red spot rising sun
headband. Health to us all!

Congratulations to Uncle
and Mrs G on their 40th
wedding anniversary - and
what celebrations there
were! When I said they
were pushing the boat out,
I didn't know they were
going to float one in
champagne! I tried my
damnedest to drink it all
but it was still flowing
when we left at 12! What a
great do! Thanks Gerry and
Caryl for a great day!

Invisible foot bulletin: Good
news! The Americans have
turned the invisible foot round
and it seems to be on the
mend!
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1619 23-Apr Made Marion Kingswood AGM run

1620 30-Apr T-Total

1621 7-May Ear Trumpet/
Strumpet

120 years!

1622 14-May Swish Ashtead?

1623 21-May Tosser Elstead

1624 28-May Bob the Slob Bletchingly

1625 4 -June Desperate Dan

1626 11-Jun Dissa?

Run 1618

Date 16-Apr-2006

Hare Bonn Bugle

Venue Horsell Common

On On Plough, Horsell

SSA
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Scribe FRBDirections:

From M25 J11 follow A320 past Ottershaw to the Six
Crossroads.  Take 5th exit (A245 sp Chobham) called
Shores Road.  Car Park is the second car park on the right
just before A245 meets A3046.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Scribe

And one lies lonely, haunted
By limbs he half remembers,
And one, in wedlock, wonders
Where is the girl he wanted;
And some sit smoking, flicking
The ash away and feeling
For love gone up like vapour
Between the floor and ceiling.

But now when winds are curling
The trees, do you come closer,
Close as an eyelid fasten
My body in darkness, darling;
Switch the light off and let me
Gather you up and gather
The power of gtrains advancing
Further, advancing further.   (Louis MacNeice, “For X”.

When clerks and navvies fondle
Beside canals their wenches,
In rapture or in coma
The haunches that they handle,
And the orange moon sits idle
Above the orchard slanted -
Upon such easy evenings
We take our loves for granted

But when as now the creaking
Trees on the hills of London
Like bison charge their neighbours
In wind that keeps us waking
And in the draught the scalloped
Lampshade swings a shadow
We think of love bound over
The mortgage on the meadow.


